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Speed, intelligence and capabilities
Vega series bag makers, pouch
makers and wicketers from
Mamata offer speed, intelligence
and capabilities.
OVER the last five years, Mamata has proven itself as
one of those rare companies to have markets around
the world.
Offering a wide range of bag makers, pouch makers
and wicketers to the converting fraternity worldwide,
Mamata has established a ‘global platform’,
competing successfully against world-renowned
companies on their home turf.
Today, Mamata's Vega wicketers, bag-making and
pouch-making systems are preferred over well-known
brand names in various parts of world. This fact is
substantiated by more than 2 500 installations in 70
countries, of which more than 170 are installed in
South Africa.

Venk-Pac, one of the leading converters in South
Africa, is a valued customer and has been using
Mamata machines since 2003. The latest addition –
a wicketer that runs at 300 cycles/min for square
bottom bread bags – provides Venk-Pac with a
cutting-edge against competition.
Mamata offers complete systems to produce
secure, tamper-evident bags, courier bags, coin bags
and bank envelops, etc. Applications are endless.
Mamata also offers high-speed wicketers for a variety
of wicketed bag applications. In fact, Mamata
produces the fastest running zipper wicketer in the
world.
Mamata's pouch-making system has been
designed to optimise processing flexibility, which is a
prime requirement for converters. Machines are
designed in a modular fashion so that converters can
choose various modules to configure a pouch-making
system to meet their specific needs.
With today’s increasing demands of longer shelf
life and improved barrier properties, Mamata has
focused on producing machines capable of
processing unsupported coextruded films.
Capable of producing three-side seal pouches,
zipper, stand-up, slider and self-gusseted pouches,
Mamata’s Vega 610 is the most versatile and flexible
machine available in the world. For instance, it can
process PE/PA/PE films for vacuum pouches at high
speed, with as much ease as processing laminates
– something most other pouch-makers are unable to
do.
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